
“We must be willing to let go of the life we have planned, so as to
have the life that is waiting for us.” 

E M Forster
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hostile environment, Jamie maintains his dignity and youthful spirits,
providing a beacon of hope for the others held captive with him.

Almost Famous
Set in 1973, it chronicles the
funny and often poignant com-
ing of age of 15-year-old William,
an unabashed music fan who is
inspired by the seminal bands of
the time. When his love of music
lands him an assignment from
‘Rolling Stone’ magazine to inter-

view the up-and-coming band Stillwater – fronted by lead guitar
Russell Hammond and lead singer Jeff Bebe – William embarks on an
eye-opening journey with the band’s tour, despite the objections of
his protective mother.

Man in The Moon
Maureen Trant (Emily Warfield)
and her younger sibling Dani
(Reese Witherspoon) share a
strong connection, but local boy
Court Foster (Jason London)
threatens to throw their bond off
balance. Dani and Court meet first and have a flirtatious rapport – but
when he meets Maureen, he falls hard and they begin a passionate
affair. The new couple try to keep their love hidden from Dani, but she
soon learns the truth, disavowing her sister. But a heartbreaking acci-
dent later reunites the girls.

That Thing You Do
Wily band manager Mr White
helps a small town band achieve
big time success when they
release a Beatles-style pop song
in 1964. Pennsylvania band, the
Oneders become a sensation
after their drummer breaks his
arm, and is replaced by jazz

enthusiast, Guy Patterson, who injects something a bit different into
their music.

Books
The Cat Ate My
Gymsuit by Paula
Danziger
This masterpiece by Paula
Danziger about the struggles of
chubby girl in middle grade will
resonate with anyone who has
ever felt like an outsider. Marcy’s
parents don’t get her, but thank-
fully her favourite teacher, Ms
Finney, does. So when she gets
fired, Marcy overcomes all odds,
and herself, to fight the decision. 

The Perks of Being a
Wallflower by Stephen
Chbosky
Watching Charlie emerge from the
shadows of childhood trauma and
transform, from a self-described
‘wallflower’, aka introverted teen
with mental health issues, to a
person who is finally ready to live
life fully is what makes it such a
satisfying read. According to
Wikipedia, author Stephen
Chbosky spent five years to
develop (and publish) ‘The Perks
of Being a Wallflower’. This story
is not just about high school, it is
about a multi-layered characters
with deep life experiences 

whose transition from adoloscence to adulthood is one aspect 
of the story. We call it the book version of a butterfly emerging
from a cocoon. 

The Catcher in the
Rye by J D Salinger
Despite being a target of censor-
ship when it was first released,
‘The Catcher in the Rye’ would
go on to become a classic; many
works that followed were sub-
ject to unfair comparisons. In
2005, it featured in ‘Time
Magazine’s’ list of the 100 best
English-language novels written
since 1923 and ranked 15 on the
BBC’s survey ‘The Big Read’. In
2013 ‘The Atlantic’s’ Maura
Kelly wrote ‘Must Every New
Coming-of-Age Novel Be ‘the
Next Catcher in the Rye?’ to

address how reviewers, readers end up comparing works of
fiction about young people to J D Salinger’s classic.
Salinger’s protagonist Holden Caulfield became an icon for
teenage rebellion on account of his resentment towards the
adult world, despite his naivete. 

To Kill a
Mockingbird by
Harper Lee
The importance of doing the
right thing, coming of age, and
maturity are some of they key
themes in Harper Lee’s seminal
book which was set in Macomb,
Alabama. Moreover, one could
easily relate to the Finch siblings,
Jim and Scout who started off as
typical, selfish and slightly igno-
rant kids. However, with the help
of their father Atticus, Scout and
Jem experience growing up, gain-
ing maturity and begin to have a
voice, develop their opinions and thoughts. 

The Fault in Our
Stars by John Green 
John Green’s story about two
teens whose journey into adult-
hood is marred by cancer is an
important work in this genre
that is anchored in the process
of transition. And in this case,
their transition into adulthood
is not promised. All their ‘teen’
experiences including personal
growth, maturity, rebellion,
understanding of societal
norms happens while they face
their own impermanence. As a
result, the story ends with

both the characters developing bigger, fuller philoso-
phies on living and loving which remain with the reader. 

Harry Potter series
by J K Rowling
None of us could have known
the journey we were about to
undertake when we opened the
first page of the ‘Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer’s Stone’; or
what to do when it ended with
‘Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows.’ Through seven books,
this epic coming-of-age series
introduced us to Harry, Ron and
Hermoine, whose experiences in
love, friendship, courage, princi-
ples and determination helped
them grow into mature adults. 

The Secret Life of
Bees by Sue Monk
Kidd 
This story about 14-year-old girl’s
quest to find the truth about her
late mother weaves in her jour-
ney to selfhood, her experiences
in racism, black culture, patri-
archy. When she leaves the town
on a lone ride to seek the truth
she is helped by three black bee
keeper sisters who offer her a
safe haven, love, faith, knowl-
edge and the opportunity to
mature into the young woman
she is meant to be. When she

finally finds out the truth, Lily displays tremendous emotion-
al maturity. She understands her mother’s actions and for-
gives her. She also learns to forgive herself and what it means
to love oneself.  
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Super 8
In 1979 Ohio, several
youngsters (Elle Fanning,
Joel Courtney, Gabriel
Basso) are making a zom-
bie movie with a Super-8
camera. In the midst of
filming, the friends witness

a horrifying train derailment and are lucky to escape with their
lives. They soon discover that the catastrophe was no accident,
as a series of unexplained events and disappearances soon fol-
lows. Deputy Jackson Lamb (Kyle Chandler), the father of one of
the kids, searches for the terrifying truth behind the crash.

Boyhood
The joys and pitfalls of
growing up are seen
through the eyes of a child
named Mason (Ellar
Coltrane), his parents
(Patricia Arquette, Ethan
Hawke) and his sister
(Lorelei Linklater). Vignettes, filmed with the same cast over the
course of 12 years, capture family meals, road trips, birthday
parties, graduations and other important milestones. 

The 400 Blows
For young Parisian boy
Antoine Doinel (Jean-Pierre
Léaud), life is one difficult
situation after another.
Surrounded by inconsider-
ate adults, including his
neglectful parents (Claire

Maurier, Albert Remy), Antoine spends his days with his best
friend, Rene (Patrick Auffray), trying to plan for a better life.
When one of their schemes goes awry, Antoine ends up in trou-
ble with the law, leading to even more conflicts with unsympa-
thetic authority figures.

Little Women
In the years after the Civil
War, Jo March lives in New
York and makes her living
as a writer, while her sister
Amy studies painting in
Paris. Amy has a chance
encounter with Theodore, a
childhood crush who proposed to Jo but was ultimately rejected.
Their oldest sibling, Meg, is married to a schoolteacher, while
shy sister Beth develops a devastating illness that brings the
family back together.

Spirited Away
In this animated feature by
noted Japanese director
Hayao Miyazaki, 10-year-
old Chihiro (Rumi Hiiragi)
and her parents (Takashi
Naitô, Yasuko Sawaguchi)
stumble upon a seemingly

abandoned amusement park. After her mother and father are
turned into giant pigs, Chihiro meets the mysterious Haku
(Miyu Irino), who explains that the park is a resort for supernat-
ural beings who need a break from their time spent in the
earthly realm, and that she must work there to free herself and
her parents.

Stand By Me
After learning that a
stranger has been acciden-
tally killed near their rural
homes, four Oregon boys
decide to go see the body.
On the way, Gordie
Lachance (Wil Wheaton), Vern Tessio (Jerry O’Connell), Chris
Chambers (River Phoenix) and Teddy Duchamp (Corey Feldman)
encounter a mean junk man and a marsh full of leeches, as they
also learn more about one another and their very different home
lives. Just a lark at first, the boys’ adventure evolves into a defin-
ing event in their lives.

Empire of the
Sun
Jamie Graham (Christian
Bale), a privileged English
boy, is living in Shanghai
when the Japanese invade
and force all foreigners
into prison camps. Jamie is

captured with an American sailor named Basie (John
Malkovich), who looks out for him while they are in the camp
together. Even though he is separated from his parents and in a

COMING-OF-AGEFilms and Books
What does coming-of-age really mean? Ever felt like your heart is bursting with feelings but
you aren't sure why, or what those feelings are all about? Congratulations. You are possibly

coming of age. As a genre of literature or film, these works focus on the growth of a
protagonist from childhood/teen/adolescence to adulthood.... Coming-of-age stories tend to
emphasise on dialogue or internal monologue. Here are some movies to watch and books to

read that will help you understand yourself better if you are going through a phase where you
can’t exactly put a finger on why you feel like crying all the time, or you have a lot of rage but

don’t know why, or why no one around you understands what you are going through… 

Some of best quotes from
children’s literature that
apply to us all. 

1. “It is only with the heart that one
can see rightly. What is essential is
invisible to the eye.” 
THE LITTLE PRINCE BY ANTOINE DE
SAINT-EXUPÉRY

2. “You’re braver
than you believe,
stronger than you
seem, and
smarter than you
think.”
WINNIE-THE-POOH
BY A A MILNE

3. “Sometimes
you have to lie.
But to yourself
you must always
tell the truth.”
HARRIET THE
SPY BY LOUISE
FITZHUGH

4. “The
greatest secrets
are always hidden
in the most
unlikely places.”
CHARLIE AND
THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY BY
ROALD
DAHL

5. “It does not do to dwell on
dreams and forget to live.”

PROFESSOR DUMBLEDORE
IN 
HARRY POTTER AND
THE PHILOSOPHER’S
STONE BY JK ROWLING

7. “The more that you read,
the more things you will know.

The more that you learn,
the more places you’ll go.”

I CAN READ WITH MY EYES
SHUT! BY DR SEUSS

8. “If more of us valued
food and cheer and song

above hoarded gold, it
would be a merrier

world.”
THE HOBBIT BY
JRR TOLKIEN

9. “All the
world is made
of faith, and
trust, and

pixie dust.”
PETER PAN BY JM BARRIE

10. “If you
have good
thoughts
they will
shine out of
your face
like
sunbeams
and you will
always look
lovely.”
THE TWITS
BY ROALD
DAHL

11. “The more he gave away, the more
delighted he became.”
THE RAINBOW FISH BY MARCUS
PFISTER

12. “Grab a chance and you won’t be
sorry for a might-have-been.”
WE DIDN’T MEAN TO GO TO SEA BY
ARTHUR RANSOME

13. “Isn’t it nice to think that tomorrow
is a new day with no mistakes in it
yet?”
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES BY LM
MONTGOMERY

15. “A person’s a person no matter
how small.”
HORTON HEARS A WHO! BY DR
SEUSS

’80s music triviaWISDOM ON YOUR FINGERTIPS
6.

“There is no
place like home.”
THE WIZARD OF
OZ BY L FRANK

BAUM

Q. How old was George
Michael when he wrote the
song “Careless Whisper”?
A. 17
Q. What do the following
artists have in common:
Linda McCartney, David
Sylvian, and Nick Rhodes?
A. They are all amateur
photographers.
Q. Part II of the song
“Another brick in the wall”
Pink Floyd is about which
subject?
A. School
Q. What is the most
successful album of INXS so
far?
A. Kick

Q. Which former Metallica
member formed his metal
band? And what was the
band’s name?
A. Dave Mustaine –
Megadeth
Q. Which singer started the
song ‘Do they know it’s
Christmas’ by the Band Aid?
A. Paul Young
Q. Which rapper featured on
the song “I feel for you” by
Chaka Khan’s?
A. Melle Mel
Q. In 1984, director Jonathan
Demme make a documentary
about “Stop making sense” –
the last major tour of which
band?

A. Talking Heads
Q. The Scandinavian band, A-
ha achieved their greatest
success in mid-80s with their
album Hunting High and Low.
Where are they from?
A. Norway

Source: welovequizzes.com



MEDAL HOPEFULS AT THE 2020 TOKYO OLYMPICS
One hundred is the number of sportspeople in the Indian contingent taking part in Tokyo Olympics this year. More contestants are expected to qualify for the Games with sever-

al other events lined up globally. India will be sending its most promising players to compete at the Games, in the hope of winning maximum number of medals

ARCHERY

The archery team that India is send-
ing to Tokyo is among the strongest
ever. After a disastrous show at the
2016 Rio Olympics followed by a ten-
tative ban by World Archery, the In-
dian archers are back and ready to
create history. The men’s team safe-
ly secured a berth during the 2019
World Championships. In the indivi-
dual events are Deepika Kumari and
Atanu Das, who bagged gold at
Archery World Cup Stage 1 in April.
The biggest medal prospect for us, is
the newly introduced mixed-team
event which will see a combination
of our strongest performing duos.

BADMINTON

Despite two consecutive successful
performances at the Olympics, India
has only sent a four-member team to
Tokyo. Due to a disruptive world bad-
minton calendar, performing stars
like Saina Nehwal and Kidambi
Srikanth failed to qualify for the
Games. India’s biggest hope is PV
Sindhu, who is placed seventh in the
Road to Tokyo rankings. She is ex-
pected to convert her silver to gold.
With steep competition, only time
will tell if she is able to repeat her
success at the World Championships
2019 and outwit her opponent.

BOXING

This year, India has sent a total of
nine boxers, five men and four
women, to Tokyo. Over the years,
India has successfully produced
some of the most predominant
boxers in the world. Several of
them are currently dominating the
world rankings. Amit Panghal is
ranked World no.1 in the 52kg and
India’s favourite boxer Mary Kom
is ranked no. 3 in the 51kg catego-
ry. Considering the good form of
all the boxers and medal-winning
performance in the Asian Boxing
Championships, Indian boxers
have the potential to bring home
multiple medals.

HOCKEY 

At the Rio Olympics, the men’s
team was knocked out in the quar-
terfinals against Belgium, while
the women’s team, who had qual-
ified for Olympics for the first time
in 36 years, couldn’t cross even
group stages. But this time, both
teams could prove dangerous at
the Tokyo Olympics. Ranked num-
ber 4 internationally, the men’s
team has a better shot at a medal,
going by their phenomenal per-
formances at the FIH Hockey
World Tour. India has not tasted
Olympic success since 1980, but
this year looks promising for the
41-year-old dream to come true.

PV Sindhu Mary Kom The women’s team

Deepika Kumari

SHOOTING 

After successful stints at the 2004,
2008, and 2012 Olympics, Indian shoot-
ers’ performances stalled at the 2016
Rio Games, returning home without
any medal. Since 2018 though they
seem to have found their form, with
the likes of Manu Bhaker and
Saurabh Chaudhary clinching med-
als at almost every ISSF World Cup.
The team won 30 medals at the 2021
ISSF World Cup. Most members are
ranked one or two currently. Going
by the team’s consistent performance,
it is almost certain that India will
win medals at this Olympics. We will
have to wait to see how many.

WEIGHTLIFTING 

Unlike earlier, this time, the 26-year-
old Mirabai Chanu will be the only
Indian representing the sport at the
Olympics. With a total of 4,13,36,172
points in the Women’s 49kg weight
division, Chanu is expected to be
seeded second at the Games. With
North Korea withdrawing from the
Olympics, it is most likely to be a
clash between Chanu and the lifter
representing China in the 49kg cate-
gory. A silver medal at Tokyo is a sure
shot, but Chanu is determined to do
better than the defending champions
from China and claim gold. Mirabai Chanu

Rahi Sarnobat

“Wisdom is always an overmatch for strength."
Phil Jackson, former basketball player SIMPLY SPORTS
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Shooter Manu Bhaker is
slated to bring home 

the medal at the 
Tokyo Olympics

Olympics 2020: Expectations from the Indian team heading for the
Tokyo Games are running high. But our history at the Games shows that
our medal tally have been few and too far apart. Here is a look at the

first-ever Olympic medals that we have won in various disciplines
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KHASHABA JADHAV
Bronze - 1952 Helsenki 

Shouldering down a win: India’s first individ-
ual Olympic medal was won by Khashaba Jadhav,
who clinched a bronze during the 1952 Games. Jad-
hav had earlier participated in the 1948 Olympics
at London, where he finished 6th. At the Helsinki
Games, he won the first three bouts with ease be-
fore losing two in a row against Azerbaijan’s Rashid
Mammadbeyov and Shohachi Ishii of Japan to set-
tle for the bronze medal.

Subsequent wins:

Yogeshwar Dutt - Bronze - 2012 London

Sakshi Malik - Bronze - 2016 Rio de Janeiro

WRESTLING
RAJYAVARDHAN RATHORE | silver - 2004 Athens 

Aiming for the medal: India’s first medal in shoot-
ing came in the year 2004 when Rajyavardhan
Rathore bagged a silver at Athens. Since then shoot-
ing has come a long way, with Indians having ex-
celled in the discipline. Having been in peak form,
the 34-year-old Rathore bagged a silver in the men’s
double trap. This was India’s first-ever individual
silver at the Olympics. This is one discipline where
India has seen renewed success.

Subsequent wins:

Abhinav Bindra - Gold - 2008 Beijing

Vijay Kumar- Silver - 2012 London

Gagan Narang - Bronze - 2012 London

SHOOTING

VIJENDRA SINGH
Bronze - 2008 Beijing  

Opening up the ring: The year 2021
marks the 70th year since Indian Box-
ing champions have been performing
on the international stage. India has
been a regular feature at the Olympics
since 1948, but the sport picked up in-
terest among Indians recently; pre-
dominantly after two Indian boxers
won Olympic medals. Since then In-
dia has been a force to look out for in

boxing at the Asian and Common-
wealth Games in the last few years.
Vijendra Singh delivered the first-ever
Olympic medal in the 2008 Beijing
Olympics, competing in the mid-
dleweight category. He had a good run
throughout the tournament, but lost
the semi-finals against Cuba’s Emilio
Correa and settled for the Bronze
medal for India. He has since turned
professional.

Subsequent wins:
Mary Kom - Bronze - 2012 London

BOXING
LEANDER PAES 

Bronze - 1996 Atlanta Games 

Rallying for a win: He is the first Indi-
an and only tennis player to have com-
peted in seven Olympic Games, from 1992-
to 2016. Having captured a series of dou-
bles titles, with long-time playing part-
ner Mahesh Bhupathi and later with a se-
ries of Czech partners, he has in his kit-
ty several ATP titles, apart from the US
Open, the French Open, Australian Open
and the Wimbledon doubles titles. At the
1996 Atlanta Olympics, he beat Fernan-
do Melipgeni to win the bronze medal,
the first Indian to do so in the sport.

Subsequent wins: none

TENNIS

KARNAM MALLESHWARI
Bronze - 2000 Sydney Games 

Clean go with the weights: ‘The Iron Lady’ became
a household name in India after winning a bronze
medal at the Sydney 2000 Olympics. She lifted 110kgs
in the ‘snatch’ and 130kgs in the ‘clean and jerk’ cate-
gories to total 240kgs, earning her the honour. A severe
back injury prompted her to call it quits after the 2004
Athens Olympics. She is the first Indian woman wei-
ghtlifter to have won gold at the World Championships.

Subsequent wins: none

WEIGHTLIFTING

SAINA NEHWAL   
Bronze Medal - 2012 London 

Shuttling through to victory: In the early
2010s, the Indian badminton squad rose to great
heights, all credit to the success of some of the
highly talented players from India. The coun-
try has since then clinched two Olympic medals
in badminton in the last decade. Saina Nehwal,
India’s badminton champ who put India back
on the map, won the first-ever badminton
Olympic bronze medal for the country during
the 2012 London Olympics. In the women’s sin-
gles semifinals, she lost to top-seed Wang Yihan
in straight sets. All hope was not lost, as she
took on her opponent Wang Xin for the bronze
medal match. However, Xin gave a walkover from
the match due to an injury, handing India the
first-ever medal in badminton at the Olympics.

Subsequent wins:

P V  Sindhu - Silver - 2016 Rio de Janeiro

BADMINTON
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AIMING FOR
GOLD
AIMING FOR
GOLD


